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THE BUSINESS OF
THE NEMAHA CO. HISTORICAL SOCIETY INC.
(Taken in part from the Recording Secretary Patty Byer's minutes)
The Reorganizational Board Meeting of the Nemaha CO. Historical Society was called
to order on July 9, 2013 by President Heiman with the following board members present:
Alma Ackerman, Robert Ackerman, Patty Byers, Anita Heiman, Greg Newlin, Joyce
Olberding, Diane Rottinghause, Richard Schmitz, Ray Thieme and Eugene Visser.
Treasurer Thieme passed among those present a report on the income and expenses of
the organization from 2012 through 2013, which appears below.
From a previous meeting following the annual Golf Classic, we knew we had grossed
$3,300.00 at the same time that Chairman Val Schmitz stated that the timing for this event is
not good as it conflicts with other golf tourney fund raisers. Schmitz had declared that he
was not going to volunteer his services for this project again. As being the most
knowledgeable, he reported that those other events get up to 40 participating teams. For
the most part, our membership is not made up of many who are as active in this sport
to participate, that it may be prudent to no longer sponsor such an event. At that time, no
action was taken.
Richard Schmitz reported on the fundamentals for the July 27 Tractor Cruise. Alma
Ackerman reported that the society will again be selling snocones at the July 28 Car Show.
Membership chair. A. Ackerman will be sending out 82 membership renewals and that 18
of our corporate members are unpaid.
Pres. Heiman reported that she, R.Thieme, B. Ackerman & R.Schmitz had a favorable
meeting with the Nemaha CO. Commissioners on July 8, seeking to receive future funding.
The commissioners requested to know a specific dollar amount for consideration. It was
agreed upon that they take a tour of our facility before we present them with what we need
monetarily. A proposed budget was discussed and amended in relation to what we should
present to the county.
Heiman announced that the military tank currently located at the Seneca city park as
well as the Civil War cannon presently located at the Am. Legion home were being donated
to our military museum.
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BANCROFT MUSEUM

Reported by Freda Dobbins

The Bancroft Depot Museum had another successful Annual Picnic on Sunday,
June 23, 2013. The music started early in the afternoon and continued late in the
evening. There was a slight pause as everyone enjoyed the meal and especially the
homemade ice cream. Later there was another pause in the music for the interesting
program provided by Quilting on the Square from Holton, KS.
Mark and Mary Pfeiler from Quilting on the Square had a very interesting program on older quilts and the group was able to view many 'antique' quilts. Ken
Wykert of Circleville, presented to the museum a quilt top that had names of many
early Bancroft residents embroidered on it. The museum is having the top handquilted so it will be authentic to the time when the top was created.
The museum continues to be open from 2 to 4 every Sunday afternoon through
Sept. 29, 2013.. If you are not able to come during this time, contact 785-866-5288 to
arrange a time to visit the museum.
To get to the museum, take KS. Highway 9 west from Goff to KS. Highway
62. Turn left, or south on 62 and proceed three miles to 24th Road, turn left, or east
for three miles. The museum is just east of the intersection of 24th and 'S' Roads.

BIRTH OF NEMAHA COUNTY'S
APOSTOLIC CHRISTIAN HOME
“In 1870, among the first families of the Apostolic Christian faith to settle in an area
south and west of present-day Bern in Nemaha CO., KS. were those of Mathias
Strahm II, Christian Strahm, John Meyer and Jacob Meyer. It was not until 10 years
had passed that the group obtained their charter on Oct. 14, 1880, which was 23 years
after the first Apostolic Church of America was founded in a remote section of upstate
New York. A church building measuring 42' by 64' was erected in Washington Twp.
by the following organizers: John Leuthold, Christian Aeschilman, Adolph Marti and
John Wenger.”
From that time forward, this close-knit group of Swiss and German believers of
Jesus Christ cared for the elderly in their own homes, or in some cases, placed them in
small convalescent homes in the Sabetha area. By the 1950's, many of these caretakers
were growing older, and Joseph Wittmer, ordained in 1944 as an Elder of the Bern
Church, recognized that there would soon be a need to care for the elderly population
of the Sabetha and Bern church community.
Born in 1887 near Elgin, Iowa, Wittmer moved as a young child with his family to
a farm northwest of Sabetha. In 1914, he married Emma Hartter of the Berwick community and they settled on a farm west of Bern.
There was a number of other Apostolic Christian Churches in Kansas, Oklahoma
and Missouri. On June 4, 1958, Joseph Wittmer arranged for representatives of all
eight churches to meet at the Bern location to assess how the church could serve in
meeting the needs of the elderly. The most practical location to place a nursing home
facility after reviewing the number of elderly from each congregation would be in
Sabetha because that area had the highest elderly population.
The Apostolic Christian Home was incorporated as a non-profit organization in the
state of Kansas in 1958. The first board of trustees made a commitment that 80% of
the funds needed to build the new 26-bed nursing home facility on a 6 acre tract
should be raised before construction began. It was in 1961 that the A. C. Home began
operation and fifty years later this 5 Star Rated nursing home located at 511 Paramount in the N.W. Corner of Sabetha had expanded to 86-beds, a physical therapy department, full kitchen with dining facilities, two assisted-living wings, 97 independent-living apartments all on a total of 23 acres.
Quote is from B. C.G.S. Genealogy Moment NO. 67, with balance of information coming from the Apostolic
Christian Home Fifty Year Anniversary book 1961-2011 provided by Executive Director John Lehman.
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From the research library of the Brown County
Genealogical Society 116 S. Seventh in Hiawatha, KS.

THE CONTINUATION OF THE BANK
ROBBERY AT MERCIER IN BROWN CO. KS.
ONEIDA FARM YOUTHS IDENTIFIED
BY CASHIER J. P. SULLIVAN
AS RAIDERS OF FARMER'S STATE BANK
The robbers ordered Sullivan to open the vault. They herded the two men into the
vault and forced Sullivan to open the safe, making him scoop up the silver and currency there and dump it in a small white flour sack held by one of the men. Of the currency taken, about $1,000.00 was in new bills received from the Federal Reserve Bank
since the banking holiday. The serial numbers of all of these bills are known.
Then the robbers again went to the front of the bank, inside the railing, and made
Sullivan give them the money in the money drawer and the silver change from the
change rack. He took so much time trying to pick up nickles and dimes that they told
him “never mind the rest,” leaving a small amount of the lesser coins. Then the men
in the bank were ordered to “lay there, or it will be too bad!”
Directly across the street, M. J. Willich, Charley Dorie and Aloysius Winterscheidt
were standing in the open door of the lumber yard. They didn't notice the strangers
enter the bank, but Willich happened to look through the main window of the bank
and saw the Burroughs man raise his hands, and then later push them skyward with a
jerk. He yelled to the others that “the bank is being robbed!” Dorie ran to a store
next door and grabbed an army rifle, while Winterscheidt secured a 22 calibre rifle.
The actual robbery took only a few minutes and the bandits emerged hurriedly
from the bank carrying a sack, jumped into a dark blue Chevrolet coupe, and drove
west, turning south at the Mercier elevator. As their car started up the street the
group at the lumber sheds opened fire on them, but failed to check their speed. At a
block farther south, Conrad Schuetz appeared and fired at the car with a shotgun.
As soon as Sullivan and Rathke heard the bandit car start, they jumped up from
the floor, secured rifles located in the bank, and rushed out, Sullivan yelling that the
bank had been robbed. Max Willich in the Winterscheidt store across the street, had
already phoned Powhattan and Horton of the robbery, and vigilantes were being informed all over the county.
Taking Ratke's car, the men from the bank drove east out of Mercier, and then
turned south. They could see the bandit's car about three-fourths of a mile ahead
travelling at a terrific speed. Sullivan fired several shots from his rifle. The bandits
drove two miles south of Mercier, then one mile west past the Harry Cotton farm,
north one mile and then west again to the District NO. 86 schoolhouse, then north
about one and one-half miles, where they abandoned the car they drove. The car
which was used in the robbery, belonged to Clyde McManigal of Horton and had been
stolen from in front of his residence at 311 East Tenth Street, about 10:30 o'clock that
morning.
Sullivan and Rathke saw the bandit's car turn sideways in the road at the top of the
hill over a half a mile ahead. Sullivan jumped out with his rifle and ran up the road to
get a good shot. He couldn't see the bandits, who were evidently behind their car. At
this point he was joined by his brother, Edward Sullivan, also armed with a vigilante
rifle, who had come up in another car with Conrad Schuetz. As they came within 200
yards of the bandit's car, they saw another car leaving, and realized the robbers had
changed cars. Both Sullivans fired at the departing car, a grey-green Chevrolet
Coupe. Later it was learned one of the bullets penetrated the gasoline tank on the left
side of the second bandit's car, boring a hole through both sides of the tank, about two
inches from the bottom.
The Sullivans and Rathke then pursued in their car, stopping for a moment to take
a look at the abandoned Chevrolet. The left rear tire, evidently hit by one of the shots
at Mercier, had been torn off in the chase and the rim was damaged. All the water in
the radiator had boiled out, throwing dirty water on the windshield. The rear window
was broken out, presumably by the bandits, to shoot through.
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This brings to an end at this time Part II of the Mercier Bank Robbery of 1933. It is a
fairly long story and it will continue in the next Pioneer Press.

Seneca, KS 66538
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First National Bank Seneca, Kansas
This two-and-one-half story brick commercial building is an interesting
variant on the familar late-nineteenth-century small town bank building. It
shares stylistic features such as around corner tower and embedded turret-like
elements on the second level with other buildings, for an example the more
ornate Farmers and Drovers Bank at Council Grove shown below.

THE
FIRST
NATIONAL
BANK

Est. 1882
Centralia
Corning
Seneca
Vermillion

The 1st Place To Go For All Your Banking Needs

SABETHA
Health Mart
934 MAIN STREET
(785) 284-3414
Farmers & Drovers National Bank and Indicator Building built in 1893 at 201
West Main Street Council Grove, KS.
Unlike the Council Grove bank building, the entry at the Seneca building
is not placed on the corner, which is instead was reserved for an office at the
base of the tower. Designed by John G. Haskell and constructed by contractor
Lewis Wetmore in 1889, the style of this building like that of the Farmers &
Drovers National Bank reflects the popular Romanesque Architectural
Revival look of the U.S. in the mid-19th Century, inspired by the Romanesque
style prevalent in the 11th and 12th centuries in Europe. There the
Romanesque style was used mainly for cathedrals.
Indigenous to the Revival are the use of simplified arches and windows. By
far the most prominent and influential American architect working in this free
Romanesque manner was Henry Hobson Richardson, b.1838 d.1886.
The Seneca example of this style of architecture has an asymmetrical facade
with a recessed side entrance and a prominent corner circular tower. There
are large and small round arched first floor front windows over a raised
basement. Throughout it's 100 plus year history, the First National Bank
Bldg. has served as the home for more than one local financial institution.
Today it is the home to the chic Cornerstone Coffee Haus serving food
and beverages. It is believed that the Romanesque style was influenced a good
deal by the influx of German Immigrants coming to America in the mid
1800's. As for the bank building in Council Grove, it's exuberance reflects the
communitiy's renewed optimism that was spurred by the coming of the railroad
and the growth of the livestock shipping business. The bank building was
renovated in the early 1980's and continues to serve its original purspose.
Photos and some of the descriptions taken from A GuideTo Kansas Architecture by David H. Sachs and
George Ehrlich, Published by the University Press of Kansas in 1995 in Lawrence, KS. The balance of
information came from the editor's personal knowledge of architectural styles and movements.
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WYANDOTTE
CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION PART II

Suther Building Supply

After having been admitted to the bar in 1857, John James Ingalls, a native of
Massachusetts came to the Kansas Territory in 1858 where he gained a considerable
reputation as an orator, scholar, lawyer and stateman known for his sarcasm and quick
wit. Ingalls believed in Kansas, and wrote that “the inspiration of Kansas is to reach
the attainable; its dream is the realization of the impossible.” Looking for a healthier
climate than what Massachusetts offered plus the opportunities that a frontier
community might offer a capable young attorney, Ingalls chose to live at Sumner in
Atchison County of the Kansas Territory because he believed that this land had a
bright promising future as a state. Soon after arriving in the boomtown of Sumner,
Ingalls opened an office and begun to practice law.
Brown CO. Genealogy Moment NO. 449

105 North 1st
Seneca, KS 66538
sutherbuilding @yahoo.com
(785) 336-2255

SURNAMES PART I
Have you ever wondered if your surname has a meaning? If you are unaware of
where your ancestors came from, understanding the origin of your last name can not
only identify that, but sometimes it can tell you about their occupation and quite
possibly something of their personalities. Today, a surname, which is also known as a
family name is a hereditary fixed name that you share with other family members.
Originally a surname was adopted in order to distinguish two individuals with the same
first name, and, at first, these last names were not passed down to the next generation.
Imagine that as a genealogists nightmare!
In Europe, the first surnames were originally used about eight hundred years ago.
People developed individual surnames which, over time, became names that were
passed down from one generation to another. Although the same surname may have
multiple meanings from different sources in different places,, here are six origin
sources:
1. From the first name of the father used with either a suffix or prefix (differing
from country to country) to identify the person as son of. For example, in the prefix
category, the prefix “O” in O'Brian means son of Brian. The prefix “Mc” in McDonald
means son of Donald and the prefix “Fitz” in Fitzgerald means son of Gerald.
2. Suffixes in this same category: The suffix “son” in Anderson means son of
Andrew. The “ete” in Gillete means son of Giles, the “s” in Jones means the son of
John, the “sen” in Olsen mean the son of Olaf and the “ez” in Perez means the son of
Pedro.
3. From living near a place or landmark: The surname “Hill” meant that this
individual lived near a hill, the surname “Kirk” meant they lived near a church, “Muir”
meant a person who lived near the moor and “Stone” meant someone who lived close
to a large rock.
4. From the person's occupation: The surname Fischer meant fisherman, or
one who fishes, the surname Smith was a person who hammers metal. Smith is a general
Germanic word, with relatives in German “schmied”, “smid” in Dutch, and “smed” in
Swedish and Danish. These refer back to a prehistoic Germanic ancestor called
“smithaz”. Which appears to have meant simply a worker or craftsman. A secondary
development became more specialized when the meaning became metal worker. The
surname Taylor meant one who is a clothing maker, while the surname Wagner
referred to one who builds wagons.
5. From a distinguishing & sometimes unflattering nickname describing the
person's looks or personality: the surname Barret was a deceitful person, Peele
referred to a bald headed person, the surname Power meant that this person was poor
and a person with red hair had Reid as their surname.
6. From an ornamental or decorative word: which apparently was the method used
when none of the above worked and so those responsible for selecting the name chose
one that simply looked and sounded nice when describing a natural physical feature. For
an example, the name Stern had the following meanings: star, branch or angel.
Some surname origins are even more uniquely created, like in the Scandanavian
countries, at first, used non-inheritable father oriented names. Each succeeding
generation would have a different last name based on his, or her father's first name.
Because of this tradition, Scandanavian countries developed standardized surnames
much later than in the rest of Europe. It was actually about 100 years ago that people
contued page 6
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of the Scandanavia began to inherit their father's surname.
Spanish countries traditionally use two surnames with generally
the first surname coming from the father and the second coming
from the mother. In Poland, and maybe most of eastern
Europe they have gender specific endings. If a wife takes a
husband's surname which ends in “ski”, her new surname will
end in “ska”.
Until the last 100 years, or so when the spelling of a surname
became standardized, the same person's surname could be
spelled differently from record to record.. Before the 19th
century, when many people were illiterate, the names on records
were written by clerks and priests they way that they heard them
pronounced. This led to different spellings for the same name.
Spelling continued to change and evolve until the beginning of
the 20th century when it became fixed which was largely due
to the standardization required by the Social Security
Administration in the United States. So as you are looking for
your surname history, please consider researching other

possible spelling variations. Never assume that your surname
was always spelled the way it is spelled today.
Personally, my last name back when my ancestors were land
managers in Scotland for the English was spelled Newland,
which is an English name. Later they decided that they wanted
to change it to the Scottish spelling of Newlin and that is when
we lost favor with the English and were sent to Ireland to
eventually be deported in about the early to mid 1600's. They
migrated from Ireland to the American colonies in that same
century. In research done on my ancestry, our name has
remained spelled much the same way from where they settled
in the southeastern part of Pennsylvania to their migration
westward to present-day Nemaha County, Kansas.
For readers of my Ancestor Trail column, the above will
appear as Part IX of the Genealogy 101 Series to be published
January 2014 in Seneca Courier-Tribune, Sabetha Herald,
Fairview Enterprise, Hiawatha World and Horton Headlight.

REMEDIES OF OUR ANCESTORS
From the Remedy Bag of Myrtle Brougher
Hand Lotion Recipe
2 ounces of glycerine
2 ounces of Benzoin
1 ounce of alcohol
10 tsps. White Rose perfume
10 Tbsps. Quince seed
Soak in one quart of rain water overnight.

Appendicitis Remedy
1 quart of milk
1 quart of syrup
Make it warm and drink often.

Cold Remedy
When her children were young, she hung a small pouch containing dried eucalyptus leaves
around their necks & under their clothing for a head cold
Head Cold Remedy
Myrtle would also mix camphor oil in hot water, then tell her patients to lean over the pot of water that this mixture was in,
breathing in the rising vapors allowing them to breathe easier.
Throat Cold Remedy
Myrtle would mix up proportionately vinegar and honey.
Keeping it in the kitchen at all times for her children to use for a sore throat.
Born Myrtle Mary Hennigh near Price in the Nemaha County Township of Rock Creek (later Berwick) to parents David and
Mary Breon Hennigh on October 31, 1888. Myrtle married Brown countian John Brougher December 25, 1907. She and John
migrated to Washington state in 1908 where they purchased and cleared an acreage near Moses Lake in the Yakima Valley to plant
orchards of fruit trees. Their first team of horses was purchased from the Indians. It was this harsh environment that llured them
back to Kansas to take over John's fathers farm just a half-mile east of present-day Sabetha in Brown County's Morrill Township
where they raised a son and two daughters.
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NEMAHA COUNTY PIONEER

John U. Lehmann

This man is probably the oldest pioneer settler of Washington Township and he bears
the added distinction of having lived nearly sixty years on the farm which his courageous
mother homesteaded in 1857. Lehmann had not only seen the prairie in its vast,
unsettled lonliness, he also broke the prairie sod of the homestead when his nearest
neighbor was miles away. He lived in this county when it required the most sturdy and
bravest homesteader to withstand the sheer isolation and the privations necessary in the
redemption of an unpeopled wilderness. His time in residence in Kansas dates from
the era of those times when it was not too uncommon to see lone Pawnee hunters to
other times when gradually more and more pioneers began to settle these fertile plains
and the building of thriving towns wherein the rugged methods of living, which had
sufficed the pioneers, had been supplanted by the luxuries of latter day civilization.
Born May 1, 1841 at Berne, Switzerland, John U. Lehmann farmer and stockman
is the son of John and Catherine Arm Lehmann, who were the parents of twelve
children, of whom John U. is the seventh in order of birth. His father was also born in
Switzerland in 1802 and worked in a powder mill for several years before becoming the
owner of a tourist resort at Launge, Switzerland. Launge was also the birthplace for
Catherine in 1808. The resort there had been purchased with the money he had
received from the sale of his Swiss farm and where he also remained until he immigrated
to America in1846. Settling first with is wife Catherine and their family in Holmes
County, Ohio, the senior John Lehmann moved from there to Andrew County, Missouri
where he died in 1856. An older daughter of the senior John and his wife Catherine
made her home in Missouri.
Catherine and her younger children migrated from Missouri westward overland to
Nemaha County in the Territory of Kansas a year later, where she preempted a quarter
section of land in Section NO. 10 of Washington Twp. The sons of Catherine felled
nearby trees found on their property to build a log cabin near the banks of Four Mile
Creek. This served as the family's home until replaced by a more pretentious dwelling.
In the Nemaha CO. Atlas of 1887, the surname of this family is spelled with one 'n' and
the land under John U. amounts to a half section comprising two parcels of land of a
160 acres apiece. On May 2, 1860, a year after gold had been discovered at Pike's Peak,
John U. and his four brothers Gottlieb, Samuel, Fred and Christ loaded provisions on
two wagons pulled by three yoke of oxen and set out across the country to seek their
fortune, returning in October of that same year well satisfied and ready to return to
Kansas. At that time, his land holdings were about a mile northeast of the community
of Lehman, the predecessor of Bern. John U. Lehmann had little or no opportunities
to attend school but was blest with an inherent intelligence which enabled him to go
ahead in September 1862 at the age of 21 and enlist at Seneca, Kansas in Company G
of the famous 13th Kansas infantry where he saw a lot of action in the Indian
Territory, Arkansas and Texas. He was wounded in the left eye by the bursting of a gun
cap during the battle of Prairie Grove on Dec.7, 1862. This battle resulted in a tactical
stalemate but essentially secured Northwest Arkansas for the Union. He was
honorably discharged from the service at Little Rock, Ark. .in 1865. Following the
close of the American Civil War, he returned to the family farm where he took charge
of it purchasing it entirely in 1867. Catherine may have returned at this point in
time to a daughter and son-in-law's in Missouri where she died in 1872.
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John U. Lehmann

Cotinued

On November 7, 1867, John U. married Magdalena
Funkhauser and to this union were born the following nine
children: Charles J. b.1868 d.1903; Amanda; Elizabeth who
married a man whose surname was Schneider and they moved to
St. Joseph, MO.; David, who became a U.S. Mail Carrier at Bern;
Frederick Wm. who eventually moved to California;
Theodosia, who married a Wittwer, a banker at Bern;
Gilbert F., Edson & Mae all of which were
graduates of Bern H.S.
Magdalena was born at Signaw, near
Berne, Switzerland on Sept. 20, 1846. The
daughter of John and Barbara Rodenbuler
Funkhouser, the former of whom was born in
Switzerland in 1812, and immigrated to
America with his wife and family of five children in 1846, and settled near Pettisville, OH. In 1865,
they migrated from Ohio to Richardson CO., NE, where he died
in Nov. 1873. His wife Barbara who had been born in Aug. 1806,
died in Richardson CO. in 1874.
A member of the Sabetha G.A.R., John U. and his wife
Magdalena were also members of the Evangelical Church of
which all of his children throughout their lives were also
affiliated. John died Nov. 20, 1916, Magdalena died in 1936
and both are buried at the Bern Cemetery.
According to research I had conducted in 2009 for my
Ancestor Trail series on the Remembered & Forgotten Cemeteries

of Nemaha CO., KS., here is an excerpt from Part VI published
Feb. 2009:

“By the year 1854, when the Territory of Kansas was opened
for settlement following the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act,
many westward bound pioneers attempted to settle present-day
Nemaha County, Kansas. Of these, a group of Swiss born
pioneers families came here directly in 1855 choosing
to homestead on land along the Four Mile Creek in
Washington Township's Section 3 and 4. Surnames of this group were Minger, Meshing,
Blauer, Lehmann and Spring.
Now down to the south and within about 2
miles from the above location, is a place where
the railroad in the mid 1880's would be laying
its tracks through and a depot was established and
given the name of Lehmann. This was the name that
the Rock Island Branch of the Chicago, Kansas & Nebraska
Railroad CO. chose because pioneer Christ Lehmann had been
instrumental in assisting them on securing bonds. But some of the
Washington Twshp. residents were disagreeable over this choice
and desired that the new location be named for the Swiss
capital of Basel. In fact, the name of Streit was also another
idea out there as a possible replacement name. Once again, the
railroad stepped in and chose Bern as a suitable name for the
town and depot honoring all the Swiss, who were an important
part of the settlement of this area.”

